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laminateswere characterizedin uniaxialtensionat strainrates ranging
from quasi-staticto over 500s"l. Laminatering specimensWere loaded by
internalpressurewith the tensil'estress at 22.5°, 30°, and 45° with the
fiber direction. Resultswere presentedin the form of stress-straincurves
to failure. Propertiesdeterminedincludedmoduli, Poisson'sratios,
strength,and ultimatestrain. In all three laminatesof both materials
the modulus and strength increasesharplywith strain rate, reachingvalues
roughlyI00%, 150%, and 200% higher than correspondingstatic values for
the [22.58],[308],and [458] laminates,respectively. In the case of
ultimatestrain nodefinite trends could be established,but the maximum
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HIGH STRAIN RATE PROPERTIESOF OFF-AXISCOMPOSITELAMINATES
I. INTRODUCTION
In Part I of this reportmethodswere describedfor testingand charac-
terizationof compositematerialsat strain rates ranging from quasl-statlcto
over 5DOs"l. Three unidirectionalmaterialswere characterized,SP288/T300
graphite/epoxy,SP288/ASgraphite/epoxy,and 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/
epoxy.
It was found that the longitudinalmodulus increasesmoderatelywith strain
rate by up to 20%, but the longitudinalstrengthand ultimatestrain did not
vary much. Transversemodulusand strength increasesharplywith strain rate,
reachingvalues up to three times the static value. The in-planeshear modulus
and shear strengthincreasenoticeablywith strain rate by up to approximately
65%. In all cases, it was found that ultimatestrainsdid not vary with strain
rate in any significantmanner.
The objectiveof the task describedin this part of the report is to
characterizeunidirectionalcompositesof two material systemsin uniaxial
tension at variousangles with the fiber directionat three strain rates. The
material systemscharacterizedare SP288/AS graphite/epoxyand 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxy(intraplyhybrid). The three strain rates selectedare
quasi-static,intermediate,and high rates rangingfrom lO'4s"l to over 500s"l.
All characterizationtests were conductedby testingthin rings lO.16 cm (4 in.)
in diameter,2.54 cm (l in.) wide, and 8-pliesthick under internalpressure.
Rings of [22.58],[308],and [458] layups,where the angle indicatesthe fiber
orientationwith respectto the circumferentialdirection,were tested. Three
replicationsper test were used° The data were analyzedaccordingto procedures
" describedin Part I of this report. Resultswere presentedin the form of
stress-straincurves to failure. Propertiesdeterminedincludedinitial,secant,
and terminalstrain rate; initial,secant,and terminalmodulus, and Poisson's




2. QUASI-STATICT_NSILE PROPERTIESOF OFF-AXISLAMINATES
Statictensile propertiesof off-axislaminateswere obtained by testing
rings under static internal pressure. Three rings were tested of each of the
[22.58], [308],and [458] layups for each of two materials,the SP288/AS
graphite/epoxyand the 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxy.Each ring was
instrumentedwith a 3-gage rosettewith elementsin the circumferential,axial,
and 45-deg directions.
Stress-straincurves for all specimenstested are shown in Figures2-I
through2-18. Values for the modulus, Poisson'sratio, strength,and ultimate
strain computed from these curves are indicatedin these figuresand summarized
in Table 2-1. All specimensshow nonlinearresponse. In both the graphite/
epoxy and graphite/S-glass/epoxy,modulus, strengthand, with one exception,
ultimate straindecreasewith increasingangle of ply orientation,as expected.
With the exceptionof the [22.58]specimens,moduli and strengthswere not
significantlydifferentbetweenthe two material systems,but the ultimate





















TABLE 2-1. STATIC TENSILE PROPERTIES OF [98] OFF-AXIS LAMINATES
~odu1us (Eee) Poisson's Strength (SeeT) Ultimate _Laminate GPa (l06 pS1 ) Ratio (vexl MPa (ksi) Strain (e:~eTl
[22.58] 34.6 (5.01) 0.31 218 (31.6) 0.0110 -
[308]- 25.4 .( 3.68) 0.33 149 (21.6) 0.0080
[458] 14.7 (2.13) 0.27 90 (13.1) 0.0070
[22.58] 38.6 (5.59) 0.38 204 (29.6) 0.0077
[308] 24.7 (3.57) 0.35 157 (22.8) 0.0097






















Figure 2-I. Strainsin [22.58]SP288/AS rin9 specimenunder
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Figure 2-2. Strains in [2?.58] SP288/AS ring specimen under
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Figure 2-5. Strains in [30g] SP288/ASring specimen under
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Figure 2~6~ Strgin~ in [SQaJ SP2aS/AS ring specimen under
st~tic t~ns1le loading (Specimen No. 48~3).
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Figure 2-7. Strains in [458] SP288/ASring specimen under
static tensile loaaing (Specimen No. 50-1).
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Figure2-8. Strains in [458] SP2881ASring specimenunder
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STRAIN, £, (103 £)
Figure 2;'9. Strains in [458] SP2881AS ring specimen under
static tensile loading (Specimen No. 50-3).
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Figure 2-10, Strains in [22,58J 80AS/20S/PR288 ring specimen
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Figure 2-II Strains in [22.58]80ASI20S/PR288tin9 specimen
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Figure 2.12. Strains in [22.58] 80AS/20S/PR288 ring specimen
under static tensile loading (Specimen No. 47-3).
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Figure 2-13. Strains in [30g] 80AS/20S/PR288 ring specimen
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Figure 2-15. Strains in [308] 80AS/20S/PR288 ring specimen
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STMIN, e, (103 e)
F'i·gure2...l6. Strains in .. [45SJ:SOA-S/20S/PR288 ring' specimen
under static tensHe loading (Specimen N'o. 51-1).
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Figure2-17. Strainsin [458]80AS/20S/PR288ring specimen
under static tensile loading (Specimen No. 51-2).
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Figure 2..18. Strains in [458] 80AS/20S/PR288 ring specimen






and 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtainedbytesting rings
under dynamic internalpressure. Three rings of each materialwere loaded
dynamicallyusing 650 mg of slow burningpistol powder (reddot) in the
pressurechamberof the fixture. The circumferential•axial• and 45° strains
in the compositerings and the circumferentialstrain in the steel calibration
ring were recordedin every case.
Strain recordsfor the three graphite/epoxyrings are shown in Figures3-I,
3-2, and 3-3 (SpecimenNos. 46'9, 46-I0, and 46-II). These data were analyzed
followingthe proceduresdescribedin Part I of this report (Section3.3.2).
Results in the form of dynamicstress-straincurves are shown in Figures3-4,
3-5, and 3-6. Results for the three rings tested are tabulatedin Table 3-I.
The initialstrain rates range between14s"l and 53s"l, and the average (secant)
rates between43s"l and 70s"l. The times to failurerangebetween138 _s and
207 _s. The initialand secantmoduli of 45.3 GPa (6.57 x lO6 psi) and 37.6 GPa
(5.45 x IO6 psi), respectively,are higher than the staticmodulusof 34.6 GPa
(5.01 x lO6 psi)by31_ and 9%, respectively. The average initialand secant
Poisson'sratios of 0.25 and 0.39 are lower and higher,respectively,than the
static value of 0.31. The averagedynamic strengthof 339 MPa (49 ksi) is much
higher than the static strengthof 218 MPa (31.6 ksi). The increasein dynamic
strengthis much higher than the increasein dynamicmodulus. The average dynamic
ultimate strainof 0.0092 is lower than the staticvalue of O.OllO.
Strain recordsfor the three hybridrings are shown in Figures3-7, 3-8,
and 3-9 (SpecimenNos. 47-7, 47-8, and 47-9). The correspondingdynamicstress-
strain curves are shown in Figures3-I0, 3-11, and 3-12. Resultsare tabulated
in Table 3-2. The initialstrainrates range between31s"l and 42s"l and the
average (secant)rates between51s"l and 69s"l. The time to failure is almost
the same for all three specimens,158 _s and 159 _s. The initialand secant
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YABLE 3-I. INTERr4EDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIES
OF [22.58]SP288/AS GRAPHITE/EPOXY
l ,, , ,
Specimen Strain Rate _4odulus,(EoA), Poisson's
Number (._6B),s"l GPa (10"ps{) Ratio (VOx)
InitialProperties
46-9 53 42.2 (6.12) 0.18
46-I0 14 39.6 (5.74) 0,33
46-11 33 54.1 (7.84) 0.23
Secant Properties
46,9 70 35.4 (5.14) 0.38
46-I0 49 31.4 (4.55) 0.35
46-11 43 45.9(6.65) 0.43
Terminal Properties
46-9 151 16.0 (2.32) 0.42
46-10 126 20.7 (3.00) 0.29
46-II lOl 55,2 (8.00) 0,47
Ultimate Properties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SBBT), u
(tf,,]___ks MPa (ksi) (_BBT)
46-9 138 345 (50) 0.0097
46-10 207 320 (46) 0.0102
46-II 180 353 (51) 0.0077
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TABLE 3-2. INTERMEDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILEPROPERTIESOF
[22.58]80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITE/S'GLASS/EPOXY
• i
Specimen Strain Rate Modulus (EBB!, Poisson's
Number (_A_),s"I _GPa(IOs psi/ Ratio (vOx)
InitialProperties
47-7 31 42.8 (6.20) 0.19
47-8 35 39.6 (5.74) 0.29
47-9 42 48.3 (7.00) 0.21
Secant Properties
47-7 69 29.1 (4.22) 0.37
47-8 65 30.2 (4.38) 0.32
47-9 51 35,8 ('5.19) 0.33
Terminal Properties
47-7 170 25.7 (3.72) 0.45
47-8 139 28,4 (4.12) 0.32
47-9 ll8 25.9 (3.76) 0.36
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure (SOOT), (_UoT)O
, (tf), _s MPa (ksi)
47-7 159 320 (46) O.OllO
47-8 158 312 (45) 0.0103
47-9 159 290 (42) 0.0081
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modult of 43,6 GPa (6.31 x 106 psi) and 31,7 GPa (4.60 x 106 psi), respectively,
are higher and lower, respectively, than the initial static modulus of 38,6 GPa
(5.59 x 106 psi). .Theaverage initial and secant Potsson's ratios of 0,23 and
0.34 are lower than the static value of 0.38. The average dynamic strength of
306 MPa (44 kst).ts much higher than the static strength of 204 MPa (29.6 ksi).
The average dynamic ultimate strain of 0,0098. is higher than the static value
of 0,0077.
3.2 [308] LAMINATES
Intermediaterate tensilepropertiesof [308]SP288/AS graphite/epoxyand
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtained by testingrings under
dynamic internalpressure. Three rings of each materialwere loaded dynamically
using 650 mg pistol powder in the pressurechamberof the fixture.
Strain records for the three graphite/epoxyrings testedare shown in
Figures3-13, 3-14, and 3-15 (Spec!menNos. 48-7, 48-8, and 48-9). The cor-
respondingdynamicstress-straincurves are shown in Figures3-16, 3-17, and
3-18. Resultsare tabulatedin Table 3-3. The initialstrain rates range
between41s-l and 72s"l and the average (secant)between66s"l and 91s"l. The
times to failurerange between122 IJsand 152 IJs. The initialand secant
moduli of 27.5 GPa (3.98 x lO6 psi) and 24.9 GPa (3.61 x 106 psi), respectively,
are only slightly higherand slightlylower than the static initialmodulusof
25.4 GPa (3°68 x lO6 psi). The averagedynamic strengthof 254 MPa (36.8 ksi)
is much higher than the static strengthof 149 MPa (21.6 ksi), This is con-
sistentwith the fact that the dynamicultimatestrain of 0.0105 ishigher than
the static value of 0.0080.
Strain records for the three hybridrings are shown in Figures3-19, 3-20,
and 3-21 (SpecimenNos. 49-8, 49-9, and 49-10). The correspondingdynamic
stress-straincurves are shown in Figures3-22, 3-23, and 3-24. Resultsare
tabulatedin Table 3-4. The initialstrain rates range between40s"l and 74s"l
and the average (secant)between70s"l and 102s"l. The times to failurerange
betweenI16 _s and 155 IJS. The initialand secantmoduli of 28.1 GPa (4.07 x
I06 psi) and 23.8 GPa (3.45 x lO6 psi), respectively,straddlethe value of the
static initialmodulusof 24.7 GPa (3.57 x lO6 psl). The averagedynamicstrength
- of 264 MPa (38.3 ksi) _s much higher than the static strengthof 157 MPa
(22.8 ksi). Also, the dynamicultimatestrainof 0.0113 is higher than the
static value of 0.0097.
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TABLE 3-3. INTERMEDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF
[308] SP288/ASGRAPHITE/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate flodulus.(EBb!, Poisson's
Number (_oe),s"l GPa (lO° ps1_ Ratio (VBx)
InitialProperties
48-7 72 21,8 (3,16) -
48-8 68 31.9 (4,62) 0,26
. 48-9 41 28,7 (4,16) -
" Secant Properties
48-7 70 29,7 (4,31) 0,37
48-8 91 22.0 (3,19) 0°37
48-9 66 23,0 (3,33) 0.31
Terminal Properties
48-7 94 32.4 (4,70) 0,57
48-8 200 16.7 (2,42) 0,42
48-9 132 13.2 (l,92) 0,36
Ultimate Properties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure
(tf),___ _seeT), ( ua (ksi) EeeT)
48-7 122 253 (36,6) 0.0085
48-8 142 282 (40.8) 0.0129
48-9 152 228 (33,0) 0,0100
D
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:FABLE3-4. INTERMEDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF
[308] 80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITEIS-GLASS/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate tlodulus(E8_! Poisson's
Number _(_E)B) s'l GPa (lO_ '
__ , psl) Ratio (VOx_)
Initial.Properties
49-8 40 29,I (4.22) -
49-9 74 24.3 (3.52) 0.31 .
49-I0 73 30.9 (4.48) -
Secant Properties
49-8 70 21,8 (3.16) 0.31
49-9 I02 20°9 (3.02) 0.43
49-10 87 28.7 (4.16) 0.34
TerminalProperties
49-8 149 18.9 (2.74) 0.38
49-9 197 14.5 (2,10) 0.47
49-I0 lOl 34.2 (4.96) 0,66
UltimateProperties
e
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (ScoT),, u
(tf]___lJ_ MPa (ksi! (_BBT)
49-8 155 233 (33.8) 0.0108
49-9 127 269 (39.0) 0.0129




Intermediaterate tensilepropertiesof [458] SP288/ASgraphlte/epoxy
and 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtainedby testingthree rings
of each materialunder dynamicinternalpressure. The pressurewas produced
by detonating650 mg pistol powder in the pressurechamberof the fixture.
Strain recordsfor the three graphlte/epoxyrings tested are shown in
Figures3-25, 3-26, and 3-27 (SpecimenNos. 50-8, 50-9• and 50-I0). The cor-
respondingdynamicstress-straincurves are shown in Figures3-28, 3-29, and
• 3-30. Resultsare tabulatedin Table 3-5. The initialstrain rates range
l
between47s"l and 64s"l, and the average (secant)rates between72s"l and 93s" .
o The times to failurerange betweenIf4 _s and 121 _s. The initialand secant
moduli of 25.5 GPa (3.70 x lO6 psi)and 17.0 GPa (2.46 x lO6 psi)• respectively•
are noticeablyhigher than the static initialmodulusof 14.7 GPa (2.13 x 106
psi). The averagedynamicstrengthof 161MPa (23.4 x lO6 psi) is almost twice
as high as the static strengthof 90 MPa (13.1 ksi). The dynamicultimate
strain of 0.0096 is higher than the static value of 0.0070.
Strain recordsfor the three hybridrings are shown in Figures3-31, 3-32,
and 3-33 (SpecimenNos. 51-7• 51-8, and 51-9). The correspondingdynamicstress-
straincurves are shown in Figures3-34, 3-35, and 3-36. Resultsare tabulated
in Table 3-6. The initialstrain rates range between61s"l and 87s"l and the
average (secant)rates between65s-l and 83s-l. The times to failurerange
betweenll4 ps and 143 ps. The initialand secantmoduli of 24.3 GPa (3.53 x
lO6 psi) and 19.9 GPa (2.89 x lO6 psi), respectively,are higher than the static
value of 15.3 GPa (2.22 x lO6 psi). The dynamicsecant Poisson'sratio of 0.21
is almost the same as the static value of 0.20. The averagedynamicstrength
. of 195 MPa (28.2 ksi) is almost twice as high as the static strengthof lO0 MPa
(14.5 ksi). The dynamicultimatestrain of 0.0098 is higher than the static
value of 0.0080as in most cases mentionedbefore.
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tABLE 3-5. INTERMEDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF
[458] SP288/ASGRAPHITE/EPOXY
, ,, _ ,
Specimen Strain Rate rlodulus6(EeB), Poisson's
Number (_BB), s"I _Pa (I0 psl) Ratio (Vex)
Initial ProLperties
50-8 60 26.4 (3.82) -
50-9 64 28.4 (4.12) - "
50-I0 47 21.8 (3.16) 0.20
Secant PropertiesL , i , ,
50-8 72 16.5 (2.39) 0.18
50-9 93 17.3 (2.51) 0.45
50-I0 82 17.0 (2.47) 0.23
TerminalProperties
50-8 I14 11.9 (I.73) 0.32
50-9 136 30,8 (4.46) -
50-I0 130 17.3 (2.50) 0.32
UltimatePro?erties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SBeT), u
"tf_ MPa (ksi) (EBBT)
50-8 I14 135 (19.6) 0.0082
50-9 ll6 i82 (26.4) 0.0108 -
50-I0 121 167 (24.2) 0.0099
|
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:rABLE3-6. INTERMEDIATESTRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF
[458] 80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate flodulus(EBb!, Poisson's
Number (_!)O),s"l GPa (106 ps1_ Ratio (V!)X)
InitialProperties
51-7 87 24.0 (3.48) -
51-8 67 24.6 (3,56) -
51-9 61 24.4 (3.54) -
Secant Properties
51-7 83 22.2 (3.22) 0.22
51-8 80 18.5 (2.68) 0.22
51-9 65 I9.1 (2.76) 0.18
Terminal Properties
51-7 lOl 30.9 (4.48) 0.45
51-8 153 13.5 (l.96) 0.35
51-9 120 18.8 (2.72) 0.35
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure MPa(SOOI_si) (€_BT)
.,,
51-7 If4 211 (30.6) 0.0095
51-8 132 196 (28.4) 0.0106
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Figure3-2. Strainrecordsin steelringand [22.58]SP288/AS
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Figure3-3. Strain recordsin steel ring and [22.58]SP288/AS
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Figure 3-5. Stress-strain curves for dynamically loaded [22.58] SP288/AS
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Figure 3-6. Stress-strain curves for dynamically loaded [22.58] SP288/AS
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Figure 3-7. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80AS/20S/PR288
[22.58]graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic
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Figure3-8. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80AS/20S/PR288
[22.58]graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic
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Figure 3-9. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80AS/20S/PR288
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" Figure 3-12. Stress,straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [22.58]
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Figure 3.13. Strain recordsin stee! ring and [308] SP288/AS
• graphite/epoxyrlng under dynamicloading _r Spe¢!menNo. 48-7
(650 mg pistol powder).
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Figure 3-14. Strain recordsin steel ring and [30_] SP288/AS
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Figure3.15. Strainrecordsin ste01ringand [308]SP2881AS
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3-18. Stress-strain curves for dvnamtcal_]y ]oaded [308]Figure
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Figure 3-19. Strain recordsin steel ring and [308] 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epqxyring under dynamicloading for SpecimenNo. 49-8
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Figure3-20. Strainrecords in steel ring and [308] 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor SpecimenNo. 49-9
(650mg pistol powder).
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Figure3-21. Strain recordsin steel ring and [308] 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamicloading for Specimen No. 49-I0
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Figure3-24. Stress-straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [308]
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Figure,3'-25.Stra_inrecordsin,steel:ring and [458]
SP288/ASgraphi_te/epo,xyring under dynami,c loading
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Figure 3-26. Strain recordsin steel ring and [458]
SP288/ASgraphite/epoxyring under dynamicloading
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Figure 3-27. Strain records in steel ring and [458]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxyring under dynamicloading
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Figure3-28. Stress-straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [458]
SP2B8/AS graphite/epoxyring, SpecimenNo. 50-8.
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Figure 3-29. Stress-straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [458]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 50-9.
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Figure 3-31. Strain records in steel ring and [458]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under
dynamic loading for SpecimenNo. 51-7 (650 mg pistol
powder),
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Figure3-34. Stress-straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [458]
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Figure3-35. Stress-straincurves for dynamicallyloaded [458] BOAS/2OS/PR2B8
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Figure3-36. Stress-stralncurves for dynamicallyloaded [458]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 51-9.
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4. HIGH STRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF OFF-AXIS LAMINATES
4.1 [22.58]LAMINATES
High strain rate tensilepropertiesof [22.58]SP288/ASgraphite/epoxy
and 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtainedby testingrings under
dynamic internalpressure. Three rings of each materialwere loaded dynamically
using a 1.56 mixtureof pistol powder,potassiumperchlorate,and aluminumdust
in the pressurechamberof the fixture. The circumferential,axial, and 45-deg
strains in the compositering and the circumferentialstrain in the steel
calibrationring were recordedin every case.
Strain and strain derivativerecords for the three graphite/epoxyrings
(SpecimenNos. 46-5, 46-7, and 46-8) are shown in Figures4-I through4-9.
These data were analyzedfollowingthe proceduresdescribedin Part I of this
report. Dynamicstress-straincurves obtainedby the digitalprocessing
oscilloscopeare shown in Figures4-I0, 4-11, and 4-12. Results for the three
rings tested are tabulatedin Table 4-I. The initialstrain rates range between
170s"l and 320s"l, and the average (secant)rates between278s"l and 375s"l.
The times to failurerange between24 _s and 32 _s. The initialand secant
moduli of 62.1 GPa (9.0 x lO6 psi) and 47.6 GPa (6.90 x lO6 psi), respectively,
are appreciablyhigher than the static modulusof 34.6 GPa (5.01 x lO6 psi).
The dynamic initialPoisson'sratio of 0.39 is higher than the static value of
0.31. The average dynamicstrengthof 432 MPa (.62.7ksi) is twice as high as
the static strengthof 218 MPa (31.6 ksi). The averagedynamicultimatestrain
of 0.0091 is lower than the static value of O.OllO.
Strain and strain derivativerecordsfor the three hybridrings (Specimen
Nos. 47-4, 47-5, and 47-6) are shown in Figures4-13 through4-21. The corres-
pondingdynamic stress-straincurves are shown in Figures4-22, 4-23, and 4-24.
Resultsare tabulatedin Table 4-2. The initialstrain rates range between
250s"l and 330s"l and the average(secant)rates between274s"l and 420s-l
The times to failurerange between25 _s and 38 _s. The initialmodulus is
much higher than the secantmodulus due to the characteristicshape of the
stress-straincurves• The dynamicinitialand secantmoduli of lOS.1 GPa
(15.24x lO6 psi) and 52.9 GPa (7.66 x lO6 psi), respectively,are much higher




...... ,, , ,, , ,, ,,, ,, _ , L , L - , J , i i . r ,'_jii,jj , , iL
Specimen StrainRate flodulus.(E8_), Polsson's
Number (_ee), s"_ GPa(iO_psi) Ratio (YBx)
..... _ .......... r
InitialProperties
46-5 170 67.3 (9.70) 0.35
46-7 320 59.3 (8.60) 0,39
46-8 240 59.7 (8.70) 0.42
Secant PrqRerties
46-5 278 48.5 (7.02) 0.31
46-7 375 49.1 (7.11) 0.51
46-8 306 45.4 (6.58) 0.42
TerminalProperties
46-5 330 34.8 (5.05) 0.53
46-7 420 36.0 (5.22) 0.57
46-8 375 28.2 (4,08) 0.30
UltimateProperties
Timeto Strength Strain
Failure (SecT), u T)(tf_ MPa (ksi) . (€Be
46-5 32 431 (62) 0.0089
46-7 24 442 (64) 0.0090




YABLE 4-2. HIGH STRAIN RATE TENSILEPROPERTIESOF [22.58]80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate Modulus6(Eo_)), Poisson's
Number (_BO),s"l GPa (10ps'1) ' Ratio {V(}x)J_
InitialProperties
47-4 250 l15.0'(l6.66) 0.35
47-5 250 110.4 (I6.00) 0.52 €
8
47-6 330 90.0 (13.05) 0.46
#
Secant Properties
47-4 392 52.9 (7.67) 0.46 r
47-5 274 66.0 (9.57) 0.37
47-6 420 39.6 (5.75) 0.44
Terminal Properties
• i
47-4 520 42.6 (6.18) 0.60
47-5 325 77.6 (II.25) 0.47
47-.6 550 27.3 (3.95) 0.46
UltimatePropertie_"
B
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SB_)T), u
"_t_tf),_s MPa (ksi) (EeBT)
47-4 25 519.(75) 0,0098
47-5 38 686 (99) 0.0104
47-6 28 468 (68) 0.0118
J
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values for the moduli of the hybrid laminateare higherthan corresponding
values for the graphite/epoxylaminate. The averagedynamicPoisson'sratio
(initialand secant)of 0.43 is higher than the static value of 0.38. The
averagedynamicstrengthof 557 MPa (81 ksi) is more than twice as hlgh as
the static strengthOf 204 MPa (29,6 ksi). The averagedynamlcultimatestrain
of 0.0107 is much higherthan the staticvalue of 0.0077.
4.2 [308] LAMINATES
High strain rate tensile propertiesof [308]SP288/ASgraphite/epoxyand
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtained by testingthree rings of
each material as describedabove.
Strain and strain derivativerecords for the three graphlte/epoxyrings
above (SpecimenNos. 48-4, 48-5, and 48-6) are shown in Figures4.25 through
4.33° These data were analyzed followingpreviouslydescribedprocedures.
Dynamicstress-straincurves are Shown in Figures4-34, 4-35, and 4-36. Results
are tabulatedin Table 4-3. The initialstrain rates range between230s"l and
270s"l, and the average (secant)rates between297s"l and 390s"l. The times
to failurerange between30 _s and 39 vs. The initialand secant modull of
66.9 GPa (9.70 x lO6 psi) and 42.8 GPa (6.20 x 106 psi), respectively,are
nuchhigher than the staticmodulus of 25.4 GPa (3,68 x lO6 psi). Values for
Poisson'sratio seem to fluctuatea great deal. The averagedynamic strength
of 474 kPa (69 ksi) is more than three times the static strengthof 149 kPa
(22 ksi). The averagedynamicultimatestrain of 0.0111 is higherthan the
staticvalue of 0.0080.
Dynamicpropertiesof [308] 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere
obtained similarlyas those for graphite/epoxy, Strain and strain derivative
recordsfor the three hybridrings tested and the steel calibrationring are
shown in Figures4-37 through4.45. Dynamicstress-straincurves are shown
in Figures4-46, 4-47, and 4-48. Resultsare tabulatedin Table 4-4. The
initialstrainrates range between215s"l and 270s"I, and the average (secant)
rates between230s"l and 325s"l. The initialand secantmoduli of 52.3 GPa
(7.58 x I06 psi) and 43.1 GPa (6.25 x I06 psi), respectively,are much higher
than the staticmodulus of 24.7 GPa (3.57 x 106 psi), The overallaverage
Poisson'sratio of 0.32 is slightlylower than the static value of 0.35. The
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tABLE 4-3. HIGH STRAIN RATE TENSILEPROPERTIESOF [308]SP288/AS GRAPHITE/EPOXY
• i ,,
Specimen Strain Rate tlodulus(Eel), Poisson's
Number (_BB),s"l GPa (I0, psl) Ratio (YBx)
InitialProperties
. 48-4 230 64.2 (9.30) 0.24
48-5 250 43.8 (6.35) 0.45
48-6 270 92.8 (l3.45) 0.66
Secant Properties
48-4 390 36.9'(5.34) 0.39
48-5 297 54.4 (7.89) 0.33
48-6 320 37.1 (5.37) 0.54
Terminal ProRerties
48-4 510 22.2 (3.22) 0°43
48-5 400 57.6 (8.35) -
48-6 420 41.1 (5.95) 0.78
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SBB), u
"tf),__ MPa Iksi) (EBBX)
. 48-4 30 431 (62) O.Oll7
48-5 39 631 (91) O.Oll6




Specimen Strain Rate tloduluso(EBB), Poisson's
Number (_e), s"l GPa (I0° psi) Ratio (Vex)
InitialProperties
49-5 215 54.5 (7.90) 0.38
" 49-6 220 55.5 (8.05) 0.32
49-7 270 46.9 (6.80) 0.29
Secant Properties
49-5 260 41.8 (6.06) 0.40
49-6 230 53.2 (7.71) 0.40
49-7 325 34.4 (4.98) 0.34
Terminal Properties
49-5 300 26.4 (3.82) 0.20
49-6 225 45.2 (6.55) -
49-7 410 24,8 (3.60) 0.20
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SOOT),, u
(tf),__ MPa (ksiJ (EBBT)
49-5 38 414 (60) 0.0100
49-6 38 471 (68) 0.0088
49-7 32 357 (52) 0.0104
i
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average dynamicstrengthof 414 MPa (60 ksi) is much higher than the static
strengthof 157 MPa (23 ksi). The averagedynamicultimatestrain of 0.0097
is exactlyequal to the staticvalue.
4.3 [458] LAMINATES
High strain rate tensilepropertiesof [458]SP288/ASgraphite/epoxyand
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere obtained by testingthree rings of
each material as describedabove.
Strain and strain derivativerecords for the three graphite/epoxyrings
(SpecimenNos. 50-4, 50-5, and 50-6) are shown in Figures4-49 through4-57.
These data were analyzed followingpreviouslydescribedprocedures. Dynamic
stress-straincurves are shown in Figures4-58, 4-59, and 4-60. Resultsare
tabulatedin Table 4-5. The initialstrainrates range between270s-]and
300s"l, and the average (secant)rates between282s"l and 285s"l. The times
to failurerange between18 _s and 35 Vs. The initialand secant moduli'of
69.9 GPa (lO.12x lO6 psi) and 36.4 GPa (5.28 x lO6 psi), respectively,are
much higher than the static modulusof 14.7 GPa (2,13 x lO6 psi). Values of
Poisson'sratio seem to fluctuate,but they are higherthan the static value
of 0.27. The averagedynamicstrengthof 281MPa (41 ksi) is more than three
times the static strengthof 90 MPa'(13.1ksi). The averagedynamicultimate
strain of 0.0081 is a little higher than the static value of 0.0070.
Dynamicpropertiesof [458] 80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxywere
obtained similarlyas those for graphite/epoxy. Strain and strain derivative
records for the three hybrid rings testedand the steel calibrationring are
shown in Figures4-61 through4-69. Dynamicstress-straincurves are shown
u in Figures4-70, 4-71, and 4-72. Resultsare tabulatedin Table 4-6. The
initialstrain rates range between210s"l and 270s"l, and the average (secant)
- rates between 194s"l and 285s"l. The initialand secantmoduli of 96.4 GPa
(13.g7x lO6 psi) and 36.4 GPa (5.28 x lO6 psi), respectively,are much higher
than the staticmodulusof 15.3 GPa (2.22 x lO6 psi). The average initialand
secant Poisson'sratio is 0,27. This value becomes0.19 if the values for
Specimen No. 51-5 are ignored. The correspondingstatic value is 0.20. The
averagedynamicstrengthof 313 MPa (45 ksi) is approximatelythree times the
static strengthof lO0 MPa (14.5 ksi). The averagedynamicultimate strainof
0.0087 is a little higher than the static value of 0.0080.
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TABLE 4.5. HIGH STRAIN RATE TENSILEPROPERTIESOF [458]
SP288/ASGRAPHITE/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate flodulus(EBA), Poisson's
D #]^U Tl• Number (_B@) s"z GPa _ u ps_j Ratio (Vax)
InitialProperties
50-4 290 67.6(9.80) 0.32
50-5 300 72.1 (I0.45) 0.36
50-6 270 -- 0.37
Secant Properties
50-4 285 34.9 (5.05) 0.25
50-5 283 46.0 (6.67) 0.52
50-6 282 28.4 (4.11) 0.31
Terminal Properties
50-4 310 14.5 (2.10) 0.16
50-5 260 41.1 (5.95) 0.53
50-6 400 20.0 (2.90) -
Ultimate Propef_ieLs
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SBBT) u
• (CeeT)(tf),__ MPa (ksi)
50-4 35 342 (50) O.OlO0
50-5 18 235 (34) 0.0051 .
50-6 33 264 (38) 0.0093
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TABLE 4-6. HIGH STRAIN RATE TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [458]
80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate tlodulus_(EBB), Poisson's
Number (_ee), s-l GPa (I0° psi) Ratio (Vex)
InitialProperties
51-4 210 I02.1 (14.8) 0.18
51-5 210 93.1 (l3.5) 0.30
51-6 270 93.8 (13.6) 0.23
Secant Properties
51-4 272 43.5 (6.30) 0.18
51-5 194 35.0 (5.08) 0.53
51-6 285 30.7 (4.45.) 0.18
Terminal Properties
51-4 260 20,7 (3.00) 0.45
51-5 275 -- -
51-6 280 -- -
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure (SBBT), u
(tf),__ MPa (ksi) (_OBT)
" 51-4 36 417 (60) O.0098
51-5 33 224 (33) 0.0064
51-6 35 298.(43) O.OlO0
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Figure 4-I. Strain recordsin steel ring and SP288/AS [22.58]
graphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor SpecimenNo. 46-5
(I.56 g pistol powder,KC_O4, and aluminumdust).
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Figure4-3. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [22.58]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor Specimen
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Figure4-4. Strain recordsin steel ring and [22.58]SP288/AS
graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen No. 46-7
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Figure 4-6. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [22.58]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor Specimen
No. 46-7 (I.56 g pistol powder,KC£O4, and aluminumdust).
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Figure 4-8. S_a_n and 1_s derivatives in steel ring for
Specimen No. 46-8.
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Figure4-9. Circumferentialstrait]anditsderivativesin [22.58]
SP288/ASgraphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor Specimen
No. 46-8 (I.56 g pistol powder•KC£04, and aluminumdust).
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Figure 4-10. Stress-strain curve for dynamically loaded [22.58]SP288/S graphite/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 46-5 {1.56 g pistol
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Figure4-II. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [22.58]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxy ring, Specimen No, 46-7 (1.56 g pistol
powder,KC£04, and aluminumdust)•
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Figure4-12. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [22.58]
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Figure 4-13. Strain recordsin steel ring and [22.58]80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/Sglass/epoxy ring under dynamic
loadingfor Specimen No. 47-4.(1.56 g pistol powder,
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Figure4-15. Circumferentialstrain and its derivativesin [22.58]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under dynamic loading
for Specimen No. 47-4 (1.56 pistol powder, KC_O4, and aluminum dust).
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Figure 4-16. Strain recordsin steelring and [22,58]80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen No. 47-5
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Figure4-18. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [Z2.58]
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxyringunderdynamicloading
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Figure 4-19. Strain recordsin steel ring and [22.58]80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen No. 47-6
(1.56 g pistol powder,KC£O4, and aluminumdust).
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Figure4-22. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [22.58]
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxyring, for Specimen No. 47-4
(I.56 g pistol powder,KC£04, and aluminumdust).
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Figure 4-23• Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [22.58]
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxyring, SpecimenNo. 47-5
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Figure4-24. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [22.5R]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring, Specimen No, 47-6 _
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Figure4.25. Strain recordsin steel ring and [308]SP288/AS
graphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor SpecimenNo. 48-4
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Figure4-27. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [308]
graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen No. 4B-4
SP288/AS(I.56g pistol powder,KC_04, and aluminumdust)•
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Figure4-28. Strain recordsin steel ring and [3OR] SP288/AS
graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for SpecS'men No. 48-5
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Figure4-30. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [308]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen
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Figure4-31. Strain records in steel ring and [308] SP288/AS
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I Figure4-33 Circumferentialstrain and its derivativesin [308]
SP288/AS graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen
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Figure4-34. Stress-straincurvefordynamicallyloaded[308]SP288/AS
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Figure4-35. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [308] SP288/AS
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Figure4-36. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [308]
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Figure 4-37. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80AS/20S/PR288
[30R] graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for
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Figure4-39. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin
80AS/20S/PR288[308] graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic
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Figure 4-40. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80ASI20SlPR288
[308] graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamicloading for
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Figure4-42. Circumferentialstrain and its derivativesin
80AS/20S/PR288[308] graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic
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Figure4-43. Strain recordsin steel ring and 80AS/ZOS/PR288[308]
graphite-S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic loadingfor Specimen No.
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igu_re4-48. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded 80AS/20S/PR288
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Figure 4-49. Strain recordsin steel ring and [458] SP288/AS
graphite/epoxy ring under dynamic loading for Specimen No. 50-4
(1.56 g pistol powd_ KC£04, and aluminumdust).
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Figure4-50. Strain and its derivativesin steel ring for
Specimen N0. 50-4,
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Figure4-51. Circumferentialstrainanditsderivativesin [458]
SP288/AS graphlte/epoxyring under dynamicloading for Specimen
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Figure 4-52. Strain recordsin steel ring and [458] SP2881AS
graphite/epoxyring under dynamic loadingfor Speclmen No. 50-5
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Figure4-54. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [458]
SP288/ASgraphite/epoxyring under dynamicloadingfor Specimen
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Figure4-55• Strai. records in steel ring and [458] SP288/AS
graphite/epoxyring under dyhamicloading for SpeclmenNo. 50-6
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Figure 4-57. Circumferentialstrain and its derivativesin [458]
SP288/AS _raphiteiepoxy rin_ under dynamic loading for Specimen
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Figure 4-58. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [458]
- SP288/AS graphite/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 50-4(1.56 g pistol
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. Figure 4-60• Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [458]
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Figure 4-61. Strain recordsin steel ring and [45R] 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S,glass/epoxyring under dynamicloading_or Specimen
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Figure4-62• Strain and its derivativesin steel ring for
Specimen No. 51-4.
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Figure4-63. Circumferentialstrainand its derivativesin [458]
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamicloading
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Figure4-64. Strain records in steel ring and [458] 80AS/20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamicloading for SpecimenNo.
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Figure 4-66. Circumferential strain and its derivatives in [458]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring under dynamic loading
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Figure4-67• Strain recordsin steel ring and [45R] 80ASI20S/PR288
graphite/S-glass/epoxyring under dynamic loading_or SpecimenNo.
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Figure4-70. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [45R]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 51-_
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Figure4-72. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [45R]
80AS/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxyring, SpecimenNo. 51-5 .
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Figure4-71. Stress-straincurve for dynamicallyloaded [458]
80AS/20S/PR288 graphite/S-glass/epoxy ring, Specimen No. 51-B




Methodsdevelopedand describedin Part I of this reportwere appliedto
the characterizationof unidirectionaloff-axislaminates. Two material
systems,SP288/AS graphite/epoxyand 80As/20S/PR288graphite/S-glass/epoxy,
were characterizedin uniaxialtensionat 22.5°, 30°, and 45° with the fiber
directionat three strain rates. The three strain rates investigatedwere
quasi-static,intermediate,and high rates rangingfrom lO-4s"l to over 500s"l.
- Results were obtained and presentedin the form of stress-straincurves to
failure. Propertiesdeterminedincludedmoduli, Poisson'sratios,strength,
and ultimate strain.
Average resultsfor the [22.58]laminatesare tabulatedin Tables 5-I and
5-2 for the graphite/epoxyand hybridmaterials,respectively. The initialand
secantmoduli increasewith strain rate by 80 to I00% at the highestrate,
except in the case of the initialmodulus of the hybrid laminatewhich shows
an even higher increase. The strengthof the graphite/epoxyis nearlydoubled
at the high rate of loading,that of the hybrid laminateis even higher. The
ultimate strainsshow oppositetrends for the two materials,decreasingwith
strain rate for the graphite/epoxyand increasingwith strainrate for the
.hybridmaterial.
Averageresults for the [308] laminatesare tabulatedin Tables 5-3 and
5-4 for the graphite/epoxyand hybridmaterials,respectively. Initialand
secantmoduli increasesharplyfor both materials,reachingvalues between2.1
and 2.6 times the staticvalues. The strengthsincreaseeven more sharply
reachingvalues up to three times the static strength. In the case of the
graphite/epoxylaminatethe ultimatestrain increasessteadilywith strainrate,
whereas in the hybrid laminateit tends to fluctuatewithoutany definite
trend.
Average resultsfor the [458] laminatesare tabulatedin Tables 5-5 and
5-6 for the graphite/epoxyand hybridmaterials,respectively. Initialmoduli
reach values approximatelyfive times the static;secant moduli reach values
a little less than three times the static values. Strengthsincreasesharply
with strain rate reachingvaluesmore than three times the static strength.
No significantvariationsor trends can be discernedin the ultimatestrain
values.
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TABLE 5-I. TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [22.58]SP288/AS
GRAPHITEIEPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate Modulus.(EeB), Poisson's
Numbers (_BO),s"l GPa (lO° psl) Ratio (VBx)
InitialProperties
46-I,2,3 1 x 10-4 34.6 (5.01) 0.31
46-9,10,11 33 45,3 (6.57) 0.25 -
46-5,7,8 243 62.1 (9.00) 0.39
Secant Properties
46-1,2,3 1 x 10-4 23.3 (3.38) 0.34
46-9,10,11 54 37.6 (5.45) 0.39
46-5,7,8 320 47.6 (6.90) 0.41
Terminal Properties
46-1,2,3 l x lO-4 II.5 (I.66) 0.31
46-9,10,II 126 30.6 (4.44) 0.39
46-5,7,8 375 33.0 (4.78) 0.47
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (SooT), u
(tf), _s MPa (ksi) (EBBT)J ,,,
46-1,2,3 l X lO8 218 (31.6) O.OllO
46-9,10,II 175 339 (49.0) 0.0092 _
46-5,7,8 29 432 (62.7) 0.0091
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TABLE 5-2° TENSILEPROPERTIESOF [22.5_]80AS/20S/PR288
GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY v
i
Specimen Strain Rate flodulus(E80), Poisson's
Numbers (_BB), s-l GPa (I0: psl) Ratio (V{ix)
InitialProperties
47-1,2,3 l x 10-4 38.6.(5.59) 0.38
47-7,8,9 36 43.6 (6.31) 0.23
47-4,5,6 277 105.1 (15.24) 0.44
Secant Properties
47-1,2,3 ] x lO"4 26.7 (3.87) 0.53
47-7,8,9 62 31.7 (4.60) 0.34
b
47-4,5,6 362 52.9 (7,66) 0.42
Terminal Properties
47-I,2,3 l x lO"4 15.9 (2.30) 0.68
47-7,8,9 142 26.7 (3.87) 0.38
47-4,5,6 465 49.2 (7.13) 0.51
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure u
:.,va(ksi) EBe(_tf) (SeeT , ( T)
47-1,2,3 l x lO8 204 (29.6) 0.0077
" 47-7,8,9 159 306 (44.3) 0.0098
47-4,5,6 30 557 (80.7) O.O107
i
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TABLE 5-3. TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [308] SP288/ASGRAPHITE/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate tlodulus(EBb), Poisson's
Numbers S"l GPa (I0° ps|) Ratio (v6K)
InitialProperties
48-1,2,3 l x lO"4 25.4.(3.68) 0.33
48-7,8,9 60 27.5 (3.98) 0.26
48-4,5,6 250 66.9 (9.70) 0.45
Secant Properties
48-1,2,3 l x lO"4 18.6 (2.69) 0,43
48-7,8,9 76 24,9 (3.61) 0.35
b
48-4,5,6 336 42.8 (6.20) 0.42
Terminal ProPerties
48-1,2,3 l x lO"4 ll.l (l.61) 0.55
48-7,8,9 142 20.8 (3.01) 0.45
48-4,5,6 443 40.3 (5.84) 0.60
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure (SBBT), u
(tf),__ Mpa (ksi)
48-1,2,3 I x lO8 149 (21.6) 0.0080
48-7,8,9 139 254 (36.8) O.O105
48-4,5,6 33 474 (68.7) O.Olll
|
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tABLE 5-4. TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [308] 80AS/20S/PR288GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY
J • , ,
Specimen Strain Rate Modulus.(EBb), Poisson's
Numbers (_BB), s"l GPa (10_ psi) Ratio (VOX)
InitialProperties
49-1,2,3 1 x 10-4 24.7.(3.57) 0.35
49-8,9,10 62 28.1 (4.07) 0.31
. 49-5,6,7 235 52.3 (7.58) 0,33
Secant Properties
49-1,2,3 l x 10-4 16.6 (2.41) 0.48
49-8,9,10 86 2,3.8(3.45) 0.36
49-5,6,7 272 b 43.1 (6.25) 0.38
Terminalproperties
49-1,2,3 l x lO-4 9.4 (1.37) 0.58
49-8,9,10 149 22.5 (3.27) 0.50
49-5,6,7 312 32.1 (4.66) 0.20
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
Failure (M_aB_
49-1,2,3 l x 108 157 (22.8) 0.0097
49-8,9,10 133 264 (38.3) 0.0113
49-5,6,7 36 414 (.60.0) 0.0097
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TABLE 5-5o TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [458] SP288/ASGRAPHITE/EPOXY
Specimen Strain Rate Modulus (EBo), Poisson's
Numbers ([fie),s-' GPa (I0: psl) Ratio (vOx)
InitialProperties
50-1,2,3 I x lO"4 1.4o7.(2.13) 0.27
50-8,9,10 57 25.5 (3.70) 0.20
50.-4,5,6 287 6909 (lO.12) 0.35
Secant Properties
50-1,2,3 l x lO-4 13.0 (I.88) 0.32
50-8,9,10 82 17.0 (2.46) 0.29
b
50-4,5,6 283 36.4 (5.28) 0.36
Terminal Properties
50-1,2,3 l x lO-4 I0,7 (I.56) 0.39
50-8,9,10 127 20.0 (2.90) 0.32
50-4,5,6 323 25.2 (3.65) 0.35
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure (SBBT), u
"tf),__ MPa (ksi) (_OBT)
50-1,2,3 l x lO8 90 (13.1) 0.0070 "
50-8,9,10 I17 161 (23.4)" _ 0.0096
50-4,5,6 29 281 (40.7) 0.0081 _
0
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TABLE 5-6. TENSILE PROPERTIESOF [458] 80AS/20S/PR288
GRAPHITE/S-GLASS/EPOXY
r
Specimen Strain Rate tlodulus(EBA), Poisson's
Numbers (tee),s"I GPa (I0° ps{) Ratlo (Vex)
InitialProperties
51-1,2,3 1 x 10-4 1.5.3(2.22) 0.20
" 51-7,8,9 72 24.3 (3.53) --
51-4,5,6 230 96.4 (13.97) 0.24
Secant Properties
51-1,2,3 l x lO"4 12.5 (1.82) 0.33
51-7,8,g 76 19.9 (2.89) 0.21
51-4,5,6 250 36.4 (5.28) 0.30
Terminal Properties
51-1,2,3 1 x 10-4 8.1 (1.17) 0.47
51-7,8,9 125 21.1 (3,05) 0.38
51-4,5,6 272 20.7 (3.00) 0.45
UltimateProperties
Time to Strength Strain
FaiIure (SBOT), u
" "tf),__ MPa (ksi) (COOT)
51-1,2,3 l x lO8 lO0 (14.5) 0.0080
51-7,8,9 130 195 (28.2) 0.0098
51-4,5,6 35 313 (45.3) 0.0087
i
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Comparison of all the results above shows that the dependence of modulus
and strengthon strain rate increaseswith the off-axisangle of the laminate.
The averageincreasesof modulusand strengthat the high strain rate are
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